BEFORE CONSIDERING ANY VINYL RECORD CLEANING MACHINE, One should understand how records are made. Anyone can be an expert on the internet and there is significant misrepresentation of facts presented as to the care of your vinyl collection. We trust that we can assist you in “seeing the forest between the trees”.
Sincerely, Dr. Watson, Recognized Vintage Audio Custodian, Sales Manager, www.KirmussAudio.com
Pictured left to right: Dr. Watson, renown turntable restoration expert, Charles
Kirmuss, Inventor, with Tube Driver /Guitar Pedal designer for Eric Johnson,
David Gilmour, Billy Gibbons, Joe Satriani, Kenny Wayne Shepherd, Robbie
Krieger, and many other pros, Mr. BK Butler. Taken last year at an evening of
music listening with friends and neighbors, seen auditioning the latest Butler
Blue Tube Disruptive Technology Power Amplifier of BK’s creation, soon to be
introduced globally. Seen holding the recording studio quality yet affordable
KirmussAudio bespoke audio cable available to every music lover to savor.

First, an Overview of Vinyl: Before the arrival of downloadable detailed music, MP3’s, CD’s,

audio tapes or 8-tracks: Music, speeches, live radio broadcasts and even books were recorded on
vinyl records. Even if today music becomes more and more digital and transportable, vinyl records
endure and see a come back.
Inventor Charles Kirmuss (right) at HMV Records in Hong Kong has witnessed globally where new
pressings abound! While vinyl’s durability may at the onset appear to be part nostalgia, vinyl records really do sound different – and even better, most agree. Their presence, soundstage and
artist’s emotion cannot be reproduced or felt in modern day formats. This as where the recordings (Vinyl Pressings) are analog, taking the full spectrum of sound created by the instrument or
voice and retained. Every breath is captured, every nuance and artist’s emotion. ...Even the best digital formats in
fact sample the analog source and depending on the sampling bit rate sees compromises made due to the media’s
bandwidth and throws out some of the nuances that vinyl offers.
Analog is the universe. Whether we are talking about paintings where there are an infinite number
of shades and colors for one to paint and then see and then feel, or in listening to nature, music,
and voice, there is an infinite number of tones that we can hear, just equally as much an infinite
number of smells we can smell. The common theme among all of these analog signals is their
Infinite possibilities.
True to Edison’s design: A vinyl record has a groove carved into it that mirrors the original sound's waveform. This means that no information is lost. The output of a turntable’s cartridge is analog which is fed directly into an amplifier with no conversion. A
vinyl record is just that, a full spectrum recording. Digital signals on the other hand
deals with discrete or finite numbers, where there is a limited set of values they can be.
A digital recording takes slices of the analog signal at a certain “sampling” rate (for
CDs it is 44,100 times per second) and measures each snapshot with a certain accuracy (for CDs it is 16-bit, which
means the value must be one of 65,536 possible values). As a result, a digital recording is not capturing the complete sound wave. It is approximating it with a series of steps. Some sounds that have very quick transitions such as
a drum beat or a trumpet's tone, TIMBER , thus, will be distorted because they change too quickly and cannot be
therefore entirely captured. Indeed, compression and sampling have seen major improvements, ex. 192 kHz, but to
be on stage with the orchestra or in the recording studio with an artist, one hears and feels the music and emotions
with analog, dismissed by digital. IN MY BOOKS, ANALOG RULES SUPREME!
Back to the subject matter at hand: Indeed, the waveforms produced from
a vinyl recording capture every nuance and thus one can both hear and
see the soundstage as well as feel the magic of the artist's emotion. Something about this medium comes to life and thus a continued following and
renaissance. This said, “vinyl” is seen as a mechanical device and where
specs of dust, scratches, surface contaminants, or other damage to the
vinyl’s pressed grooves can be heard as noise or static. Mistreated, poorly maintained records abound. “Crackles, pop, clicks….”, and all cannot be removed. Did you know that every time a stylus passes, it creates heat and bonds dust to your record? All the more reason to “dust” a record before every use!
Indeed, digital recordings do not degrade over time and if the digital recording contains silence, there is no
noise played back. Therefore, for a positive experience, one needs to maintain records, whether new or vintage to therefore lessen the possibility of contaminants affecting the music playback and total user experience with the media. Our “In The Groove” Ultimate Ultrasonic Vinyl Record Restoration system is designed
to augment your enjoyment of your auditory experience and listening pleasure by cleaning your records.

BEFORE CONSIDERING ANY VINYL RECORD CLEANING MACHINE, So, why all the noise, static, and
fuss over cleaning records? To appreciate cleaning techniques, one must understand how a record is made.
Edison called his sound-recording machine the phonograph, which means literally "sound-writer."
It had a wooden cylinder with a thin sheet of foil wrapped round it with a sturdy needle with a horn
attached to it, pressed against the foil. Edison spoke into the horn and the sound energy from his
voice was funneled and concentrated by the horn and made the needle vibrate up and down.
Cranking a handle the cylinder rotated and the needle cut a groove into the foil. The depth of the
groove varied according to how loud or soft his voice was, where the sound of his voice translated into a mechanical form. To play back the recorded sound, Edison simply ran the process in reverse. He put the
needle back at the start of the groove and cranked the handle. The needle ran along the groove, jolting up and
down to follow the pattern it had cut previously. As it moved about, it vibrated and the noise of its vibrations was amplified by the horn, recreating the sound of Edison's voice.
Today: True to Edison’s original design: a Master Recording is made in a studio where a
“Lacquer” is placed on a record-cutting machine and as it rotates electric signals vibrate a
cutting head which holds a needle. The needle etches a groove in the Lacquer. The lacquer with an imprint is then sent to a production lab where the lacquer is first coated in a
metal such as silver or nickel. A metal master is produced.
The resulting disc has ridges instead of grooves. This Metal Master is then used to
create a metal record called the “Mother” which is then used to form what is called a
“Stamper”. Stampers are just negative versions of the original recording that will be
used to make the actual vinyl records. Then, to make a record: the Stamper is
placed in a hydraulic press where vinyl is injected in between. Steam in the process
softens the plastic as the Stampers push an impression of the master recording onto
it. Finally, the disc is stiffened using cool water.
Playback of the LP: Today’s record players
and turntables are still based on the “needle in
groove concept”. While a mechanism is now
used to spin the record with the aid of a belt or
a direct drive motor system and a platter replaced the Edison Disk or Can, it is now a
needle that is set at one end of a tone arm that is mounted on a cartridge which is suspended on an elastic material
which then sees the needle vibrate as it travels along the record’s grooves. The stylus reads the grooves and picks
up vibrations and variations as it moves along the record. These vibrations now move a coil within a magnetic field
inside the cartridge and which then in turn changes the vibrations into electrical signals which are carried along
wires to the amplifier. These boosted signals are finally turned back into sound through the speakers, producing the
sounds and music recorded on vinyl records.

CONTAMINANTS ARE THE ENEMY TO YOUR LISTENING PLEASURE!
Even a pristine record that is still sealed in its jacket is covered with a thin layer of
mold release which is used during the fabrication process to ease the removal of the
record from its mold after stamping. This lubricant, a polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE
or Teflon) either in liquid or dry form leaves a residue. If a record is played without
prior cleaning the residue will first accumulate on the stylus (needle). The record will
also see this film accumulate dust and dirt in and on the record’s grooves!
Running a needle in the record’s grooves, either on a new pressing or collectable
record sees the stylus generate heat. If the record is dirty, these present contaminants on the record’s surface will now further be embedded permanently in the
grooves. That is why a record needs to be cleaned using a brush before being
played, every time.
Additionally, skin-cell debris and fine particles of dirt and sand, oils from finger
prints (skin oil), cigarette smoke and other materials when either imbedded or
found on the surface and are now hit by the stylus and where these disturbances
in the material therefore creates the annoying cackles and pops that one hears as

Our “In The Groove” ULTIMATE ULTRASONIC VINYL RESTORATION SYSTEM: Ultrasonic cleaning
technology has been around for a very long time. In building a better solution that is affordable for all to clean their
records with: Our system is comprised of two components: First is an Ultrasonic Bath Assembly . Coupled with a
system controller that generates high frequency ultrasonic waves oscillating at 35 kHz and a
touchscreen user interface to allow the user full control, 200 Watts of power drives three strategically located generators on the bottom of the tub. These waves then pass through the distilled water in the basin creating cavitation which leads additionally to the generation of microscopically
small bubbles. Distilled water or de-ionized water that is available from a grocery store or pharmacy and is used as the water leaves no residue. 45 mL(1.5oz) of 71% ISA is also added as a reactive agent.
Aided additionally by a water based solution supplied with 1% propane mix called a surfactant: the application of
which to the record’s surface increases adherence and cleaning and through this cavitation effect then sees these
micro-bubbles burst when they come in contact with the surface being cleaned. This collapsing action dislodges,
then pushes the contaminants away from the surface of the material being cleaned. Additionally, heat also aids in the
cleaning action: While distilled water is kept at a temperature not to exceed 95 deg F by an internal heater, the same
bath water is also heated through the molecular movement created by the ultrasonic’ s own cavitation.
The Second Element of our restoration system consist of a Patented Record Suspension
System where records of different sizes are dropped in and where pre-set 5 minute cycles (which
may be increased or decreased by the user by pressing the up/down timer buttons), sees records
safely washed with minimal intrusion to the record.
..SO, ...ARE ALL ULTRASONIC
CLEANING SYSTEMS THE SAME? THE ANSWER IS NO. We dare you to compare.
Mis-information abounds. MYTHS REVEALED: As a word of caution: Any ultrasonic bath should
never use ALCOHOL or a like solvent in high concentrations! Long thought as a degreaser, Chemists believe where
the record’s PVC material contains enough alcohol soluble plasticizers and additives to be harmed in the long term.
For safety: Alcohol also when heated creates vapors, a spark may cause risk of an explosion. We only recommend
using 6 L of distilled water with 45 mL of 71% ISA and our surfactant. Let the cavitation do the rest. NO SOAP which
can leave a residue. NEVER USE PURE ALCOHOL ON A SHELLACKED 33 1/3 or 78 RPM RECORD.
Pandora’s Box: Many issues abound with many of the systems being sold, many home-made: Many systems
use skewers to affix the records onto a rotating shaft with external suspension mechanisms. Many are unstable,
flawed in design. These skewers may also damage the record as well as where records of varying sizes may not see
their grooves cleaned. Others wet the record's label, damaging the label. The KirmussAudio system cleans all record grooves safely, professionally, without damaging the record.
Many systems have motors with wires exposed, some resellers add accessories to a commercial washer. Most of
these washer products have no electrical or safety approvals and pose a risk to the user. Our system is a complete,
ETL cUL, UL listed device.
Some systems claim washing 8 records at a time. Ultrasonic cavitation is a science and distances between records
need to be carefully calculated. Our system will wash two 33 1/3, one 45 and one 78 record. Adding more affects the
efficiency of the cavitation effect of the bath. Our system allows you to wash not only 45’s and 78’s, but also safely
shellac coated records.
As to some that claim to add In addition to water other chemical solvent compounds such as isopropyl alcohol
(rubbing alcohol) to boost performance, while these solvents in LARGE CONCENTRATIONS are capable of liquefying grease and oils or aid in dissolve soil into very small particles, there are better surfactants that can more readily
perform their function. Alcohol applied directly or in “Liters” to a bath is harmful and as stated before has been proven
now that over time and continued and repeated use where they are deemed by experts as harmful to the surface
protectants and composites of the record itself. Also, nonsense where alcohol when it evaporates will take the dirt in
the air with it.
Some purport to air drying. Air dying sees residues from cleaning agents like soaps create an invisible film on the
record which is then picked up by the stylus, which then in turns accelerates the pick up of dust and other particles
forming eventually a “lint blanket” on the stylus, thus dulling the sound. Some system blow air onto the record, a
problem if the surrounding air is contaminated. Residues still abound. Drying with a microfiber and then passing a
goat hair brush or carbon fiber brush is adequate. Vacuuming works only if a record is wet, and is an added expense.
We all agree and where consensus abounds where pops, clicks and ticks coming from severely embedded
contaminants and scratches will not be removed, no matter the cost of the machine. No record cleaning machine can bring back records to like new condition. Even new pressings have clicks and ticks. All the more
reason to wash a new record before the record is damaged by the stylus.

